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Innovative conveying technology  
for car washes

MINDA has been specialising in innovative conveying technology 
for car washes and vehicle preparation since 2004.

Our conveyors stand apart because they have long service lives, 
handle vehicles carefully and are efficient and safe to operate. 

MINDA conveying technology is customised to your requirements 
and can be supplied for all sizes of vehicles and track widths.

> Interior cleaning worker belt

> Single-track and double-track car wash conveyors 

For further information on our conveying 

technology for car washes, visit

www.minda.com/en/car-washes
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In public car washes vehicles’ wheel rims are often damaged when 
the wheels come too close to the chains at the side.  
When MINDA plastic conveyor belts is used this can’t happen – 
even if the vehicle veers sharply from the track. No lateral guides 
are usually needed either. If required, their design is so flat that 
even aluminium drop-centre rims, spoilers and sport-tuned suspen-
sions can’t come into contact with them.

Our concept’s lack of any exposed drive rollers and chain strands 
drastically cuts the risk of accidents involving operatives and  
customers.

> Vehicle conveying without rim damage

> Ideal for wide tyres and vehicles with lower suspension

> Accident risk for operatives and customers minimised

MINDA technology causes no damage.  
Plastic modular belts instead of steel drag chains
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> Easy retrofits

>  Adaptable, robust and maintenance-friendly

> Superior performance

> Customer-friendly

MINDA technology offers exceptional reliability and exceptional 
benefits: plastic conveyor belts don’t require take-up systems and 
very little pit depth. This facilitates laying the foundations of new 
car washes and makes conversion of old car washes easy because 
existing chain pits are used. Due to a consistent modular design,  
it can be installed within two days.

The benefit of MINDA technology – 
quick assembly, efficient operation 

Hard-wearing,  
maintenance-free design
The belt’s supporting structure consists of galvanised steel compo-

nents. Parts subject to significant wear and tear, such as drive shafts 

and idler shafts, are made of solid material. Chains, sprockets, cleats, 

side guides, alignment rollers etc. are made of extremely impact- 

resistant plastic and require no lubrication. The maintenance  

requirement is much lower than with conventional drag chains.

Galvanised steel

Plastic

Smart details
 

Flexible belt fittings: wheel stoppers and cleats, which can be  

replaced or put in a different place from above at any time, can be 

added to plastic modular belts at any position. The modular belt 

itself can be fitted with different coloured chain links with position 

markings that are clearly visible.

Transfer station with roller bed: for precision-alignment when 

transferring from belt to belt. Centres the vehicles perfectly without 

interrupting the feed.

 

NEW: direct drive via shaft-mounted gearbox: replace conven-

tional chain drives thanks to a maintenance-free shaft-mounted-

gearbox motor. Fits into existing chain pits and extends the drag 

lane by 500 mm without any work on the foundations.

 

Feeder belt: guides vehicles in a synchronised manner into the car 

wash. The safe solution in long car washes with observation walk-

ways for customers. The vehicle’s front tyres are driven onto the 

idle feeder belt until the limit stop when the passengers leave it. The 

vehicle is guided in once the operative (after valeting for example) 

starts the feeder belt. 

Alignment roller with alignment plate: handles even the most 

difficult of driving manoeuvres and helps inexperienced drivers to 

position their vehicles. The wheel is led to the moveable alignment 

plate at the side where it’s automatically placed on the right track  

by the alignment rollers.

Longer drag lane  
due to direct drive

Side guides, alignment rollers and cleats 

are available in various colours.
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Double-track technology  
MINDA’s reliable alternative

Double-track technology:  
greater safety on the whole conveyor.
An optional pre-feeder minimises the risk of vehicle operators making mistakes.  
At the same time working conditions during pre-washes are improved because pollution from exhaust gases is lower.

> No accidents because of wheel lock-ups etc.

> No tripping hazards anywhere on the conveyor

> Superior capacity due to flexible vehicle positioning

Double-track technology is the only guaranteed way of prevent-
ing serious damage (e.g. due to wheel lock-up). The more com-
plex fitting of the second track is compensated for by further  
advantages: no cleats and lane barriers are required at all and 
nobody can trip up anywhere on the entire conveyor. Vehicles 
can enter in the direction of travel and close any gaps created 
beforehand.

Single-track technology: 
wheel lock-ups can  
mistrack vehicles.
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MINDA technology from vehicle assembly:  
efficient valeting and cleaning of interiors

Tried-and-tested design  
in the automotive industry
Similarly to automotive manufacturing, interior cleaning belts can 

be fitted so that they are at floor level or raised. Raised convey-

ors are fitted with ramps and side platforms for easy accessibility. 

They can be supplied and fitted with tubs and be fully enclosed. The 

height totals between 250 and 400 mm.

Maximum room to manoeuvre
The vehicle passes through various service stations at belt speeds 

of 2 to 3 m/min. The practical belt width of up to four metres  

offers cleaning operatives maximum freedom of movement – 

even when the doors are wide open. Studies from the automo-

tive industry prove that this type of vehicle-synchronous convey-

ing has definite ergonomic benefits. Furthermore, personnel can  

focus much better on cleaning the vehicles.

MINDA’s plastic conveyor belts have been used as moving  
platforms in vehicle assembly in the automotive industry for a  
long time. This tried-and-test technology makes new processes  
in vehicle valeting and cleaning of interiors possible. Full cleaning  
of the interior (for example after the vehicle has been washed)  
can be accomplished in ten minutes.

> Sophisticated technology

> Customer-friendly conveyor concepts

> Fast vehicle washing

> Ergonomic workspaces

Design with  
a floor-level belt

Raised design
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MINDA GmbH
Enzer Strasse 121
31655 Stadthagen
(GERMANY)

  
www.minda.com
Fon  +49 5721 9789-0
Fax  +49 5721 9789-30


